A guideline to clinical utility of prostate specific antigen.
Prostate cancer has emerged as the most common tumor effecting adult men. In the USA, 300,000 cases each year, and some 40,000 deaths per year are expected from this disease. Once prostate cancer gets to an advanced stage, one cannot prevent its progression and cure is no longer possible. Thus, to effect the course of prostate cancer and to diminish the death rate from this disease, it should be detected at its early stages. The prostate specific antigen serum test is the best tumor marker present but it is certainly not perfect. The proper utility of prostate specific antigen testing, and analysis of prostate specific antigen parameters, will allow us to detect prostate cancer at earlier stages, and prevent progression and death rates from this disease. In this manuscript, we review the current status of prostate specific antigen testing for early detection and staging of prostate cancer, as well as its role for monitoring response to various forms of therapy.